Dear ESNR Member,

The European Society of Neuroradiology is happy to announce that membership fees will be lowered in 2019.

For Full & Associate Members, the fee for a 1 year membership will be €90 (to €50), down from €140 (to €60) in 2018. You might wonder why there is not a fixed membership fee: €90 is the starting fee and that fee goes down by €20 every year, but only when you pay your membership fee in the month of January. The third year your fee will be only €50 (but you still need to pay in January every year!).

For Junior Members, the fee for a 1 year membership will be €50 (to €30), down from €80 (to €60) in 2018. The lower fee is again for those that pay the 2nd year (and afterwards) in January!

ESNR was able to lower these fees by going green and making electronic access to the Neuroradiology journal the default option. In case you still want membership with a printed copy of the journal you will be able to indicate this during your payment process, but you will not be able to enjoy these lower fees.
We are looking forward to hosting you at our 42nd ESNR Annual Meeting which will take place in Oslo, Norway on September 19 – 22, 2019. Registration and abstract submission will open in January, check our website for further updates.

Your Society is also proud to announce the first Module of the first Cycle of the European Course in Interventional Neuroradiology. The first module of this 3rd level Advanced Course will be on Ischemic Stroke and will be organised on April 28-30, 2019 in Barcelona. Place are limited and registrations will open beginning January. The course is eligible for the European Diploma in Endovascular and Interventional Neuroradiology, and is endorsed by UEMS.

We are also very happy to announce the first Module of the first Cycle of the European Course in Spine Radiology. This completely revamped course will be co-organised with the European Society of Skeletal Radiology and will start in January 2020 in Rome, Italy. More info on the website soon! This course is also eligible for the European Diploma in Spine Interventional Neuroradiology.
Don't forget to check out the European Course in Pediatric Neuroradiology, the Advanced Course on Glioma Imaging and the European Course in Neuroradiology. Places are limited for all courses, don't miss your spot!

Finally don't forget to read your President's New Year Message in Neuroradiology: ESNR the next 50 years!

Happy New Year!
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